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Data and Computer Communications (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006

	This book attempts to provide a unified overview of the broad field of data and computer communications.
	The organization of the book reflects an attempt to break this massive subject
	into comprehensible parts and to build, piece by piece, a survey of the state of the art.The book
	emphasizes basic...
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Concept of Database Management SystemsAsian Books, 2010

	Data and information are closely related and are often used interchangeably. Information is

	processed, organized or summarised data.





	It may be defined as collection of related data that when put together, communicate meaningful

	and useful message to a recipient who uses it, to make decision or to interpret the data to...
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Moodle 3 Administration - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Learn how to plan, install, optimize, customize, and configure Moodle
	
		Guarantee a cutting-edge learning experience in a secure and customizable environment while optimizing your day-to-day workload
	
		A one-stop guide with a problem-solution approach and a wide range of real-world...
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Co-evolution of Intelligent Socio-technical Systems: Modelling and Applications in Large Scale Emergency and Transport Domains (Understanding Complex Systems)Springer, 2013

	As the interconnectivity between humans through technical devices is becoming ubiquitous, the next step is already in the making: ambient intelligence, i.e. smart (technical) environments, which will eventually play the same active role in communication as the human players, leading to a co-evolution in all domains where real-time...
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Voice over IP First-StepCisco Press, 2005
Your first step into the world of IP telephony

	
    No IP telephony experience required

    
	
    Includes clear and easily understood explanations

    
	
    Makes learning easy 

    


...
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Visualizing Project Management: Models and Frameworks for Mastering Complex SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Visualization: A powerful technique for achieving high performance
Complex systems do not require complex project management. The most effective project managers are able to simplify their project environment and organize projects, large and small, to achieve predictable results. This book explains how anyone responsible for a project can apply...
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Artificial Intelligence Methods and Tools for Systems Biology (Computational Biology)Springer, 2005
This book provides simultaneously a design blueprint, user guide, research agenda, and communication platform for current and future developments in artificial intelligence (AI) approaches to systems biology. It places an emphasis on the molecular dimension of life phenomena and in one chapter on anatomical and functional modeling of the brain....
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Security and Privacy in Mobile Information and Communication SystemsSpringer, 2011

	MobiSec was the second ICST conference on security and privacy for mobile information and communication systems. It was held in front of the beautiful historic backdrop of Catania, the Sicilian town with marvelous views of Mt. Etna. The never fully dormant volcano provided appropriate scenery, metaphorically relating to the security threats...
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Building Engaged Team Performance: Align Your Processes and People to Achieve Game-Changing Business ResultsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Harness the Power of Your Most Valuable Resource—Your Workforce!


	Process improvement approaches like Six Sigma and Lean Enterprise have worked wonders for countless organizations, but in the drive for true excellence, these approaches are only one important part of the formula.


	Building Engaged...
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Applied Ontology Engineering in Cloud Services, Networks and Management SystemsSpringer, 2012

	Metadata standards in today’s ICT sector are proliferating at unprecedented levels, while automated information management systems collect and process exponentially increasing quantities of data. With interoperability and knowledge exchange identified as a core challenge in the sector, this book examines the role ontology engineering...
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Mobile Information Systems: IFIP TC 8 Working Conference on Mobile Information Systems (MOBIS)Springer, 2004
Mobility is perhaps the most important market and technological trend
within information and communication technology. With the advent of new
mobile infrastructures providing higher bandwidth and constant connection
to the network from virtually everywhere, the way people use information
resources is predicted to be radically...
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Objects, Components, and Frameworks with UML: The Catalysis(SM) ApproachAddison Wesley, 1998
 ". . . We found Catalysis to be the first comprehensive object-oriented methodology to unify the concepts of objects, frameworks, and component technologies."
 John McGehee, Senior Architect, Texas Instruments Works Project

Objects, Components, and Frameworks with UML: The Catalysis Approach is where you will...
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